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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 
                      MTV TO PREMIERE NEW MUSIC SHOWS THIS SPRING 
 
NEW YORK, September 22, 2014 – Recently, MTV executives, researchers and 
programming directors met at a quarterly top management meeting to discuss the 
network’s shift in demographics and content. This particular meeting addressed some of 
the biggest concerns that viewers often express. The lack of music programming on MTV 
was number across the board. After conducting an extensive market research survey and 
analyzing social media, MTV is happy to announce that the network will be premiering 
new music content this upcoming spring.     
 
After years of meetings and contractual negotiations MTV is ready to reveal that there 
will be a reboot of “TRL.” Fan favorite, Damien Fahey has signed on to host “TRL.” 
Additionally, MTV is continuously committed to being a platform that launches the careers 
of upcoming and promising talent. As a result, MTV will be premiering a brand new series 
titled “Trends” hosted by Charlamagne Tha God. “Trends” will look at the deep issues within 
the music industry and introduce upcoming bands and artists. Finally, Sway Calloway will 
host a top 10 music video countdown show. Premiere dates and times for all three shows will 
be announced at MTV’s spring lineup event.  
 
The annual spring press event will be held on Jan. 17, 2015. This event will be a 
showcase for brand new and returning shows. It will also be a press and fan experience.  
Fifteen lucky viewers will get a chance to attend an exclusive preview of all three music 
shows. Winners will film and blog about their experiences. For more information visit 
www.mtv.com/musiccontest  
 



                                                        -more-  
In the meantime, there is more music content on MTV2, VH1 and on Viacom’s concert 
channel Palladia. MTV hopes to provide additional music programming in the future. Full 
support of the new programming schedule will ensure that the network can produce even 
more music series.  
 
MTV is home to the world’s premier entertainment brand that connects its audience through 
music, television, movies, online, mobile and other platforms all over the world.  
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